Key Vocabulary

Year 4—Punctuation and Grammar

Expanded noun phrase

Apostrophe

(‘) Can be used to show that something belongs
to something ‘The girl’s hat’.

Noun

A word that names a person, place or thing and
ideas and emotions.

Expanded noun Provides more detail about the noun. Usually
using one or more adjectives.
phrase
Pronoun

Used in place of a noun (she, he, his, her, our)

Verb

Shows and action like movement or thinking

Adverb

A word that adds a little more information about
the verb or adjective.

Adverbial

A group of words that can function as an adverb.

Determiner— The dragon

Fronted
adverbial

Group of words functioning as an adverb, at the
front of the sentence before the verb.

Adjectives (add comma) - The giant, green dragon.

Adjective

A word that adds more information about a noun.

Preposition — The giant, green dragon swooped across the sky.

Preposition

Describes where or when something is in relation
to something else.

Fronted adverbial

Determiner

Shows which noun is being talked about e.g. ‘The
table’ rather than ‘table’

Paragraph

A group of sentences that are connected by one
idea or theme.

Inverted
Commas

Punctuation that shows what is actually being
spoken.

Reporting
clause

A reporting clause shows you that something was
‘said’ and by who.

Command

Mostly a short and urgent sentence “Get in the
car!”

Exclamation

Usually begins with How or What and includes a
verb “What happened to the car!”

An expanded noun phrase tells you a lot more detail about the noun. They
often include one or more adjectives to describe the noun. You can also add a
preposition to help to add the detail about where or when something is
happening or the way in which is it happening. Look at how an expanded noun
phrase can be built up:

Noun — dragon

An adverbial is like an adverb but it is made up of more than one word. It
describes when or where something has happened. A fronted adverbial means
that it is a the front of a sentence before the verb:

Adverbial— before breakfast
Fronted adverbial—Before breakfast, he got dressed.
Adverbial—high on the cliff edge
Fronted adverbial—High on the cliff edge, he looked out over the sea.
A comma is often used after the adverbial or fronted adverbial but there are
exceptions to this rule.

Apostrophes
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Apostrophes for contraction
Apostrophes are also used to show that two words
have been put together. This is called Apostrophe for
contraction or omission.

Apostrophes for possession

Pronouns
A pronoun is used to replace a noun to avoid
repetition. The pronoun can replace a
person, place or thing so you do not need to
keep using the same word.

Apostrophes are used to show that
something belongs to someone.

I am

Karen’s book
There is only one person (Karen) and one
book so this is a singular possession.

We took the car to the garage
because the car needed to be fixed.

If there is two or more people who own
more then one item then it is called the
plural possession. In this case the
apostrophe goes after the s to show
possession.

We took the car to the garage
because it needed to be fixed.

The girls’ books’

Pronouns
I

him

we

she

you

her

they

them

he

us

it

me

I’m

Do not becomes don’t

(The book belongs to Karen)

If the noun was plural the pronoun needs to
be plural as well.

Becomes

becomes

Cannot becomes can’t

Can you spot where
come letters are missing
in the contraction?

Speech
When using speech you normally add a reporting clause. This
lets the reader know who is speaking. It can be before the
spoken part or after. If the reporting clause is before the
speech then you use a comma before opening the inverted
commas:

Harry said, “Where are you going?”
If the reporting clause is after the spoken part, you complete
the sentence with a full stop.

“Where are you going?” said Harry.

Paragraphs

A paragraph is a section of writing made up of a single or
several sentences that are grouped together and focused on
one main subject.
Paragraphs help to structure a piece of writing or text.
Every paragraph starts on a new line. Sometimes you leave a
line space between paragraphs or start the paragraph slightly
further in than the rest of the lines of writing. This is called an
indent.
In fiction text a new paragraph will often show a break in time
or if a point of view switches from one character to the next.
In non-fiction text a new paragraph is usually started each
time a different theme is discussed. Sub headings are often
used in non fiction text to show this as well.

